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conducte¿l for more levels of traffic volumer left-
turn volune, and drivevtay density. Further studies
should address unbalanced as well as balanced traf-
fic flow condlitions, and the effects of driveway
configuration need to be evaluated.
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Functional Analysis of Stopp ing-Sieht-Distance Requirements

TIMOTHY R. NEUMAN, JOHN C. GLENNON, AND JACK E. LEISCH

A basic highway design concept is that the driver should be provided a suffi-
cient visible length of highway to enable coll¡sion avoidance. Translating this

concept to appÌopr¡ate standaÌds and criteria ¡s an ¡mportant design considera'

tion. The concept of safe stopping-s¡ght d¡stance (SSD) as developed by

AASHTO is reviewed and discussed, A funct¡onal SSD model is offered as a

means of demonstÌat¡ng shortcomings and inconsistencies in AASHTO design

policy. ln addition, the geometry of SSD is evaluated through the use of s¡ght'
distance prof¡les, S¡gn¡f¡cant conclusions are presented that relate to SSD de-

sign values on horizontal curves and special problems w¡th trucks on hot¡zontal

curves, The functional SSD model is helpful in understanding acc¡dents at lo-

cat¡ons that have ¡nadequate SSD.

Stopping-sight dístance (sSD) is an irnportant high-
way design feature. The concept of providing a

sufficient length of highway visible to the driver
for collision avoiclance is basic to the safe design
of highways. floweverr translatíng this eoncept to
design stan¿lards and criteria is noÈ as simple as it
may appear.

A critieal review of current design practice for
SSD is presenteil in this paper. The concepts and
conclusions Presented are drawn fro¡n a study of SSD

conducteil for FHWA as a Part of a research project
entitled, "Effectiveness of Design Criteria for
Geometric Elernents. r

A concept of sSD that focuses on highway opera-
tional requirements has been developecl. Shortcom-
ings anil inconsistencies ín AASIITo design policy are
revealeil by applying this operational SSD concept.
AIso' by using sight-distance Profiles' addiÈional
insights are gained on the relation betvreen sight
distance and highway safety.

OPERÀTIONAL AND SAFETY CONCEPT OF SSD

Analysis of the operational and safety asPects of
SSD reguires an understanding of the concepÈ of SSD

as it relates to highway operations. The geonetric

design policy published by AASHÍO discusses the need
for SSD (1-3):

If safety is to be built into highways the
designer must provide sight distance of suffi-
cient length in which drivers can control the
speed of their vehicles so as to avoiil striking
an unexpected obsÈacle on the traveled way....

The ¡ninimum sight distance availabl-e on a

highway shoulil be sufficiently long to enable a

vehicle traveling at or near the tikely top speed
to stop before reaching an object in its path.
while greater length is ilesirable' sight distance
at every point along the highway should be at
least that required for a belovr average operator
or vehicle to stop.

This short discussion alludes to many of the
operational elenents of SSD: vehicle performance¡
diiver abiJ-ity, and the roadway alignment. This
AASIII'if, operational model of SSD Provides a reason-
able starting point for considering SSD and highway
operations.

AASHTO SSD Operational Model

AASHTo defines mini¡num SSD require¡nents in terns of
a passenger car encountering a stationary object in
its path. This basic functional model has not
changed since 1940. The following review of the
evolution of AASHTO SSD polícy illustrates the rea-
soning behincl this rnodel. It also ¿lenonstrates the
neeil to go beyonil this sirnple abstraction to gain
insighÈ on the safety relations of SSD.

In 1940 AASHO fornally recognized the need for a

sight-distance requirement to help drivers avoidl
collision circumstances other than Passing encoun-
ters. Although AASEO recognized that a clear sight
line to the pavement was desírable, analyses of how
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this requirenent affected construcÈion cost Led to a
compromise. À design object height of 4 in. vras
selected on the basis of optirnizing the relation
between objecÈ height anil requirecl vertical curve
length. Àlthough the object-height criterion is
discusseil in the AASHO policy as it relates to ob-
jects in the road, tt¡e selection of a 4-in. height
was not based on the frequency or severity of such
objects. This conclusion is further borne out by
subsequent changes in AÀSHO policy to a 6-in. object
height; exactly the sane iliscussion was used in
relating this height to roadway events.

selection of other design parameters such as
perception-reaction tirne, eye height, and pavernent
friction was rational; individual design values were
selected based on the existing ilistributions of
these physical values, which were periodically up-
dated, as indicated by the data in Table l. yet the
underlying methodology was by design an abstrac-
tion--a sirnplified set of eIe¡nental factors used to
derive a distance--wÍth only an indirect línk to the
functional neeils for sight distance.

Table 1. Evolution of AASHTO SSD policy.
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Functional Elements of Concern ín SSD

It is suggested that attention shoulil be focused on
the functional requirenents for SSD, which vary
ilepeniling on a range of factors. SSD requirements
are a function of more than a singl-e object height,
eye height, or pavement condition. There are nany
cotûnon types of collisions (rear-end, heail-on, im-
pacts vrith large animals, and so on) for which a 4-
or 6-in. objecÈ bears Little or no relation. In
addition, accident experience strongly suggests
Iinks between geonetry (independent of that which
produces restricted SSD) and accident causation.
Such links are not sufficiently treate¿l in the cur-
rent AASHIo SSD tnethodology.

Four factors that contribute to the requirements
for SSD are shown in Fígure 1. These factors forrn
the basis for a functional SSD ¡nodel.

Eighway Events

A range of com¡non events on the highway creates the

Design Parameters

Year

Eye
Height
(fÐ

Object Perception-
Height Reaction Time
(in.¡ (sec)

Assumed Tire-Pavement
Coefficient of Friction Assumed Speed for Design

Effective Change from
Previous Policy

l

"- .-l

:

1954 (1)

1965 €)

te1o (4)

4.5

3.7 5

3.7 5

1940 4.s 4 Variable-3.O sec' at 30 mph to
2.0 sec at 70
mph

4 2.5

Dry-f ranges from 0.50 at
30 mph to 0.40 at 7O
mph

Wet-f ranges from 0.36 at
30 mph to Q.29 atTQ
mph

Wet-f ranges from 0.36 at
30 mph to 0.27 at 80
mph

Wet-f ranges from 0.35 at
30 mph to 0.27 at 8O
mph

Wet-f ranges from 0.35 at
30 mph to O-27 at 80
mph

Design speed

Lowe¡ than design speed (28 mph
at 30 mph design speed; 59 mph
at 70 mph design speed)

Lower than design speed (28 mph
at 30 mph design speed; 64 mph
at 80 mph design speed)

Mi¡imum values-same as 1965; de-
sirable values-design speed

Minimum values-same as 1965; de-
sirable values-design speed

2.5

2.5

No net change in design
distance

No net change in design
distance

Increase in SSD of up to
250 ft at 70 mph

No net change from 19701983, proposed þ) 3.50

Note: I ft = 0.305 m, I in, = 25.4 mñ, and I mph = 1.609 km/h,

Figure 1. Functional ¡elations of SSD.

EVENTS

. Heâd-on veh¡cle

. stopped vehi¿le in lane

. Cross'roêd vehicle

. Object in road

. Animal crossing road

MODIFIERS

. Dr¡ver's abil¡ty

. Dr¡ver's stqte

. Type of veh¡cle

. Worn tires

. Worn brak6

. D¡rty windsh¡eld

. Faulty headl¡ghts

coNotTtoNs

. Dark

. Eain or snow

. Wet or icy aoad

' Restr¡ctcd sight distance

'Hor¡¿ontal curuature
'Vert¡cal cun ature
'Grade. H¡dden intersect¡on
'Hidden curue

'Hidden bilu¡carion
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Table 2. Roadway events related to SSD conflicts,

Type of Event
Frequency of
Occunence
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Severity of Confiict
or Impact Type of Event

Frequency of
Occunence

Severity of Conflict
or Impact

Twelane rural highway
Object in road

Large animal

Road debris
Rocks
Small anima.l
Icepatch
Pothole, washout

Vehicle i¡ road
Head-on
Rear-end
Crossing

Pedestrian or bicyclist
Rural freeway

Object in road
Large animal

Road deb¡is
Rocks
Small animal
Icepatch
Pothole, washout

Vehicle in road,
rear-end

Pedestrian or bicyclist

Variable; generally
infrequent

Infrequent
I nfrequ ent
Occasional
Infrequent
Infrequent

Very infrequent
Frequent
Occasional
Very infrequent

Variable; generally
infrequent

Infrequent
Infrequent
Infrequent
Infrequent
Infrequent
Infrequent

Infrequent

Urban arterial
Object in road

Large animal
Road deb¡is
Rocks
Small animal
Icepatch

Pothole, washout
Vehicle in road

Head-on
Rear-end
Crossing

Pedestrian or bicyclist
Urban freeway
Object in road

Road debris
Small animal
Icepatch
Pothole, washout

Vehicle in road,
¡ear-end

Pedestrian

Seve¡e

Minor to moderate
Minor
Minor to moderate
Minor to moderâte
Milor

Very severe
Severe
Severe
Very severe

Severe

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Minor to moderate
Minor to moderate
Very severe

Very severe

need for sight distance in order to avoiil an acci-
dent. These events include the ÀASETO stationary
object in roail as well as noving objects (heatl-on
vehicles, crossing vehicles, large aninals). The
significance of these events with respect Èo sight
distance and safety can be judgecl by (a) the fre-
quency of occurrence, and (b) the criÈicality of a
potential collision or accident given the event.

The data in Table 2, which su¡nmarize connon crit-
ical events that occur on rural and urban highwayst
reveal two inportant concepts. One is that the
freguency (and, in sone casesr severity) of an event
is relate¿l to the tlpe of highway. Vehicle-crossing
conflicts are clearly a serious problern on tvro-lane
rural highways, but not on freeways. Similarly, the
higher speeds prevalent on freeways result in more
serious consequences given an encounter with pot-
holes or road debris than is expected on urban arte-
rials. the data in Table 2 also indicate that the
proper focus is on frequent or severe events ín
designing for adequate SsD.

HÌehway Geometry

The geonetry of the highway has a clearly definable
effect on SSD requirements. fts pritnary effect
relates to vehicle braking requirements. the fol-
Iowing sections discuss the effect of both grades
and horizontal curvature on vehicle braking.

Effect of Grades on Stopp¡ng Distance

AASIITo policy currently recognizes the effect of
grades on vehicle braking distance andr ultinately,
the reguired SSD, as follo¡vs:

SSD=dp7¡+ds

= 0.278Vtprn + {V'?lt2s5(fB t Gl }

where

dp,zn = distance traveled during perception
reaction tine by the driver (¡n),

dB = distance traveled while vehic}e is braking
(¡n) ,

v = design speed (kn/h),

Very infrequent
Infrequent
Very ilfrequent
Infrequent
Infrequent to

occasional
Occasional

Inflequent
Frequent
Frequent
Frequent

Frequent
Very infrequent
Infrequent
Infrequent
Frequent

Very infrequent

Seve¡e
Minor
Miror
Mi¡or
Mode¡ate

Minor to moderate

Very severe
Moderate to severe
Severe
Very severe

Mode¡ate
Moderâte
Moderate to severe
Moderate to severe
Moderate to severe

Very severe

tpzR = perception-reaction ti¡ne (sec) 
'tg = AÀSHTo coefficienÈ of braklng friction, and

c = percent grade + 100.

The incremental effect that steeper downgratles
have on required braking distances is substantial at
high speeils. A vehicle Ëraveling on a 6-percent
downgrade at 80 knlh requires 2l n of additional
braking distance; at 1I5 krn/h' 49 m of additional
disÈance is required.

Effect of Hoizontul AÍvature on Stoppìng Distønce

AÀSHT0 ssD policy currently does not recognize the
complications to vehicle stopping ability cause¿l by
horizontal curvatuEe. Such complications result
fron the AAStmO assumption that full (design) pave-
nent friction is available to a vehicle forcetl to
brake in an emergency situation. (Recall thaÈ de-
sign values for braking friction $tere selectedl by
ÀASttTO fro¡n actual pavenent friction values neasured
fro¡n skiil tests.) vehicles traveling on horizontal
curves, however, do not have full friction aval}able
for braking, but instead have a reduced anount be-
cause of the frictlon already used by the vehicle ln
corner ing.

The data in Figure 2 denonstrate that the fric-
tÍon available for braking on curves is that vector
resultant of both available friction and cornerlng
de¡nand. Mathematically, this is given as

.' _ /ã--îrB -vrB-,c Q)

where

fB' = coefficient of braking friction avãileble on
curve t

fB = coefficient of braking friction on tangent
(ÀÀSHTO design values) ' and

fC = coefficient of side friction demanil on curve
(AAsHTo design values).

Obviouslyr longer stopping distances on curves
are indicateil by this eguation. These greater stop-
ping ilistances are particularly significant at
higher speeds, as in¿licated by the dlata in Table 3.

(l)
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Figure 2. Fr¡ction requirements foÍ stopping on horizontal cu¡ves.

BRAKING ON LEVEL TANGENTS
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BRAKING ON LEVEL CURVES

,Ð

d8=v2
255t8

Where dg = Brak¡ng disrance (m)

V = lnitial speed (km/h)

fg = Coefficient of fr¡cl¡on ava¡lable for brakiog
{AASHTO design values asumed)

.i i

r l .i

Table 3. SSD Ìequ¡rements for passenger

cars on curves {emo = 0.10}. Braking on Tangents (wet
conditions) Braking on Cufles (wet conditions)

i

-.1

Perception-
Design Reaction
Speed Distance
(km/h) (m)

Distance (m) Distance (m)

f Braking Total fb Braking

0.347
o.328
0.313
0.301
0.294
0.288
n aaa

0.27 s'
:

,.'.'l

32 67
48 90
70 ll9
94 150

122 185
152 221
t87 263
226 309

28 63
43 85
61 110
83 139

108 171
136 205
168 244
205 288

50 35
60 42
70 49
80 s6
90 63

100 69
110 76
t20 83

67 70 74
90 96 103

ll9 t27 138
I 50 162 177
185 200 221
221 241 268
263 288 321
309 340 381

s0 63
60 85
70 110
80 139
90 171

100 205
110 244
120 288

0.308 0. I 59
0.290 0.1 53
0.276 0.147
0.266 0.140
0.26t 0.134
0.256 0.128
0.254 0.122
0.250 0.1 l5

"f = rs (eesHTo aesisn values).

\ =.rÆ4; fc = cornering f¡iction ¡equired at design speed on cont¡olling cufle (AASHTO design values).

Even greater braking distances are required on
horizontal curves if the design event is further
defined in terms of driver behavior. Stuclies by
clennon and weaver (t) an¿l ongoing research under
the FHWA contract (nEffectiveness of Design Criteria
for Geonetric Elementsn) have indicateil that a large
proportion of vehicles corner on horizontal curves
at path radii significantly shorter than the roadway
railius. This sharper cornering requires even
greater siile friction, thereby further reducing the
available friction for braking on the pavement.
Therefore, the effect of horizontal curvature on SSD
requirements can be considerable.

Combined Effect of Downgrøde ønd Hoizontal
Atnøture on SSD

I{hen drivers encounter cornbinations of severe grades
and controlling horizontâI curvature, SSD require-
menÈs are much greater than the basic AASm0 values.
The combined effect of grades and curvature on SSD
are given in Tab1e 4.

Other G e ometr ic Features

The total geonetric character of the highway has an
effect on safe SSD outside of that quantifiable in
terms of braking requirernents. Although current
AÀSflTO policy does not éxplicitly handle this issue,
it is clear that certain geonetric elenents produce
especially greater hazards in combination erith rnini-
num SSD. Such e1e¡nents include intersections or
driveways, bifurcations, hidden horizontal curves,
narrolir structures, and railroad crossings. These
features partly relate to the highway events previ-
ously ¿liscusseil. They also relate to basic assump-

fable 4. SSD requ¡rements on combined grades and curves for passenger cars
{wet conditions}.

Design SSD on
Speed Tangent
(kn/h) (m)

SSD (m) on Controlling Cune with
G¡ade of

0 Pe¡cent 3 Percent 6 Percent

tions about ilriver behavior. Adequate perception-
reaction time for collision avoidance is undoubtedly
nore criticaL for situations that invoLve these
geornetric features.

Environ¡nental Conditions

A third aspect of the operational nodel for SSD is
the set of environmental conditions that affect
driver and vehicle behavior, the most important of
vrhich is pavernent condition. AASIÍfO policy cur-
rently accounts for the lovrer friction provided by
wet pavements by assuming weÈ conditions in the
development of design requirenents. Other inportant
environmental questions relate to visibiLity and its
effect on the perception-reaction process by the
driver. Decreaseil visibiLity during rain, snow, and
night conditions create sight-distance restrictions
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because of the 1i¡nitations of vehicle headlight
systens.

Modifying Factors

SSD operational requirements are al-so ínfluenced by
a variety of nodifiers' which relate to Èhe perfor-
mance of both driver and vehicle. The perception-
reaction ability of clrivers is a direct input to
SsD. Current AÀSETO policy assumes a worse-than-
average driver in establishing a ilesign value for
perception-reaction tirne. However, no varíability
is indicated in percepÈion-reaction time for the
range of events and conditions confronteil by drivers.

Vehicle characteristics also play a major role in
the design for sSD. Braking distances are a func-
tion of vehicle type, tire condition' and brake
conditions. vehicle type Ís the rnost important
characÈeristici trucks require much greater stopping
distances than do passenger cars. The eye height of
the driver is also a function of Ëhe vehicle. This
di¡nension is critical in establishíng the sighÈ line
from the driver to an object ín Èhe road over a
crest vertical curve.

AASIITo policy treats the nultitude of vehicle
characteristics in a cursory manner. Basic ssD
clesign values are a function solely of passenger car
braking ability and eye heights of passenger car
drivers. Only passing reference to SSD requirements
for trucks ís ¡nade. This is justified by noting
that the greater eye heights (and hence longer sight
lines) afforded truck drivers tend to balance out
the greater truck braking distances.

Nevertheless, a variety of geonetric conditions
can negate the advantages of greater eye heights for
truck drivers. Horizontal sight obstructions (e.9.'
retaining s¡a1ls, rock cut, tree lines) restrict the
viev¡ ahead from trucks and passenger cars equally.
Furthermore, a conplete functional analysis of such
situations reveals a signifícant inconsistency in
AASHTO SSD design pol-icy. As discussetl earlier,
braking distance requirements on curves are greater
than the requirenenÈs provided by AASHTO policy.
Thus SSD restrictions along horizontal curves pre-
sent particularly severe problems to trucks. Their
greater braking distances, loss of eye-height ad-
vantage, and friction de¡nands for cornering contrib-
uÈe to nuch greater SSD requirements than that indi-
cated by AÃSIIro design policy.

GEOMETRICS OF SSD

The ímportance of SSD relative to other highway
features can be estirnate¿l only after unclerstanding
hor,, SSD restrictions are created. A study of the
frequency and types of sight-distance restrictions
on the highvray proviiles further meaning to the oper-
ational moclel presentecl previously.

AÀSHIO recognizes two basic ÈlT)es of SSD restric-
tions: horizontal and verÈical. The following dis-
cussion considers the characÈer of these restric-
tions with horizontal curvature, vertical curvature'
grades, and the presence of obstructions adjacent to
the traveJ.ed way.

Vertical Alignment and SSD

Crest vertical curves restrict available SSD erhen-
ever the approach grades are steep, the vertical
curve is short, or both. Current AASETO minirnum
standards for lengths of vertical curves are based
on a cornbination of design speed and the algebraic
difference in the grades (A). The ¡nininu¡n length of
vertical curve produces mininum SSD at the assumeil
design speed.

The salient characteristic of vertical curves to
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consider in a study of SSD ís its dístribution
throughout the vertical curve. A cotnmon misconcep-
tion is that the ninirnum SSD provi¿le¿l by a vertical
curve is rnanifest over the entíre length of curve.
Nevertheless, a plot of SSD along the vertical curve
(referrecl to as a sight-distance profile) reveals
SSD ëlecreasing to a mininun value and then rapitlly
increasing as the vehicle reaches the crest of the
curve.

SSD profiles are useful because they reveal the
relaÈions among vertical curve length, grades, ancl
SSD. SSD profiles for the range of tlpical values
of À (difference in grade) are shown in Figure 3.
fnspection of these profiles reveals three basic
characteristics of SSD on crest vertical curves.

1. Vertical curves that create limited SSD do so
over relatively short lengths of highway. Sirnilarly,
less severe SSD limitations affect longer sections
of highway.

2. The length of highway over which SSD is at a
ninimum is relatively short compared with the length
of a vertical curve.

3. Different conbinations of grades with the
sa¡ne À have similar lengths of highway at which SSD
is at a ninimum.

Horizontal Aligrunent and SSD

SSD restrictions are also created by a conbination
of horizontal curvature an¿l roadside obstacles or
features that obstruct the driverrs vision to the
pavenent ahead. AÀSHTO policy cal-ls for ninimu¡n
offsets from such obstacles to the edge of pavenenÈ.
These requirenents are a function of the design
speed of the roadway and the curve radius. For
exanple¡ Èhe AÀsIIto ninimum offset for a 440-n ra-
dius curve at 115 kn/h is 7.6 ¡n fro¡n the edge of a
3.65-m 1ane.

fioweverr as was iliscussed earlier, braking re-
quirements on curves are greater than the require-
nents provided for by AASHTO. These greater braking
distances necessitate nuch greater offsets to roail-
side obstacles. For example' the same 440-m radius
at 115 km/h would require 24 m of offset rather than
7.6 ¡n. consideration of such great offset require-
rnents is irnportant given that a wide range of condi-
tions and features (buildingsr cut slopes, rock
cuts, retainíng walls, trees, and so on) exist'
which create horízontal SSD restrictions. As with
vertical SSD restrictions, the character of SSD

varies in each case.
SsD profiles are also useful in evaluating the

character of SSD on horizonÈal curves. consider the
sSD profiles for a 440-m-railius curve with different
obstructions on the inside (Figure 4). In both
cases a sight restriction occurs 7.6 m fron the edge
of pavement along the curve. The resulting ninimum
SSD is I83 m. In case À the obstruction is a pÕint
(e.9., corner of a building) ; in case B the obstruc-
tion is continuous throughout the curve (e.9., re-
taining wall, row of trees, or vertical cut slope).
The difference in SSD profiles for the two cases is
apparent. Minimun SSD in case A is linited to a
relatively short length of highway conpared vrith the
entire length of curve for case B. (For cornparison,
also note the required SSD based on the braking on
curve operational criterion developecl earlier.)

Horizontal SSD restrictions have certain signifi-
cant characterístics that differ from vertical SSD

restrictions.

1. The sight-distance restriction is usually
unidirectional; except for extreme restrictions it
iliffers in the direction of travel between the inner
lane and the secon¿l or outer lane. Generally, only
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Figure 3. SSD profiles for vert¡cal curves.
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Figure 4. SSD profiles for ho¡izontal curues.

CASE'A". POINT OBSTRUCT!ON IN CURVE

vehicles trâveling in the inside lane are subjected
to the greatest restriction. vehicles in the out-
side lane have an addiÈiona1 lane of lateral offsec'
which increases available SsD for these vehicles.

2. In some cases (e.g., near vertical obstruc-
tions causedl by retainlng waIls, rock cuts, build-
ings, or rows of trees) driver eye and object
heights are not factors in determining ssD.

Point 1 reveals a significant aspect of horizon-
tal SSD restrictions. Because for nost conditions
the traffic exposure to the sight-disÈance defi-
ciencies is unictirectional, any accident experience
relatecl to the restriction.nay be a function of only
one-ha1f the average daily traffic (ADT) of a two-
way roadway. Point 2 provides insight on specific
accident problens that lnvolve trucks. The cumula-
tive effect of greater braking distances for truckst
additional requirement for braking on curves (Pos-
sibly cornbined with a downgrade that has an adl¿li-
tional braking requirement) ' and loss of benefit
from greater eye height lnclicates a Particular vul-
nerabtlity of tEucks to this tl4Pe of SSD restriction.

SI'!¡IMÀRY OF FI'NCTIONA¡ ASPESTS OF SSD

Ànalysis of the functional requirements for sSD

focuses on the tlæes of accidents and hazardous
situations that result fron linited ssD. The fol-
Iowing points are useful in understancling the link
between SSD and safetY.

1. SSD accidents are event orienteil: The mere
presence of a segment of highvtay wlÈh inadequate SSD

does not guarantee that accidents will occur. ssD-
related accidents occur only after an event(s)
creates a critical situation. These events can take

CASE'B' - LATERAL OESTRUCTION

t____

SSO on curEt
_E.l.S3 __

-D;rt;r. sso -
ld ll0 kñnr
(AÂSHTO)

(AASHTOt

the forn of arrivals of conflicting vehlcles' the
presence of objects on the road, inadlequate visibÍI-
ity, or unsatisfactory roadl surface conditions.
Some of these events are a function of the highway
type (e.9., crossing conflicts at lntersectÍone do
not occur on freeways), sone are relatedl to other
geometric or environnental elements (e.9., requlre-
ment for severe cornering maneuver on H€t Pavenent) t
whereas otheEs ¡nay be totally ranilon (e.g.r Presence
of an object in the road).

- 2. The probabilities of critical events occur-
ring withln the influence of SSD restrictions dlefine
the relative hazard of these restrictions: The rela-
tive hazarcl of various SSD-deficient locations can
be esti¡nated by exarnining èhe probabilitles of crit-
ical events. Traffic volune, frequency of confÌlcts
(rear-end, head-on, crossing, object in road), anfl
time exposure of each vehicle to the restricte¿l ssD
are all useful in estirnating these Probabillties.

3. Severity as well as frequency is significant:
SSD situations that create severe although infre-
quent conflicts (e.g., head-on, angle collísions)
nay be as irnportant as situatlons with frequent but
less-severe conflicts. Cost-effectiveness analysis
rightfully values injuries and fatalities fore-
stalled nuch higher than ProPerty-clanage-only acci-
dents.

4. Many uncontrollable or unquantifiable factors
also contribute to aceident causatlon: Driver per-
formance characteristics such as percePtion-reaction
Eime' vehicLe characteristics such as braklng
ability, an¿l certain imponcterables such as the
driverìs state of nind contribute to increased acci-
¿lent Potential. Atthough these factors are exclu-
sive of the Presence of a ssD-dleficient location,
their importance is undoubtedly heightened when the
deficiency in SsD means that the driver hâs less
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Figure 5. Analysis of functional requirements for SSD on two-lane highways.

AASHTO POLICY...
Cond¡t¡ont rriumcd to
âpply for delerñ¡nôtioñ
of ñiñimuñ .topÞ¡ng
right dittanc..

$rrdld |rct rrprc¡lntt cond¡t¡onr for wàió rtoÞp¡ñg right di¡trn6
rxecdr thlt providld by A.ASHTO. ¡¡¡umtn! AASHTO dcrign
v¡lulr lor Þlræptigñ/rclction l¡mÊ .nd rllici.nt ot l.¡ct¡on
lot brrk¡ng.
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llúchcd tn¡ æprcr.n$ ænditiont lor whiCr Gqu¡rcd ,toÞÞiñ9
righl diÍue mly in ronG ç.r$ .rcrd thrt provid.d by
AASHTO.

time to react Èo an event. ihis reduced tine tnay
make the ilifference betireen collision avoi¿lance and
an accident.

The cornplexity of SSD requirenents when vier¡ed as
a function of all the elements discussed earlier is
shosrn in Figure 5. Current AÀSHTO policy¡ which
ilefines SSD requirements based on only one event and
a set of conditions, produces sufficient SSD for
certain events or conditions but not for others.

CONCI,USIONS

There is currently great interest in the effects of
smaller passenger cars on eye heights and SSD. To
¿laÈe such interest within the traffic engineering
and design profession has focused on the tra¿litional
parameters associated wiÈh SSD: eye height, object
height, and perception-reaction time.

It is believed that a broader perspective is
necessary when considering SSD requirenents. A
fra¡nework for evaluating such requíretnents is pre-
sented that is based on the functional aspects of
sSD. SSD is described in terms of (a) the types anil
frequencies of confl_icts or events that occur on the
highway, (b) the geonetry of the highway, (c) the
environmental conditions, and (d) the variable per-
fornance capabilities of ilrivers and vehicles.

When viewed in terrns of these four elements, SSD
is revealed as beiìg much more complex than the
AÀSHTO object-in-road model. The inadequacy of the
AÀSHTO model is illustrateil by considering the par-
ticular problems for trucks with horizontal sight
obstructions on curves. Indeed, current ÀASHTO
policy was revealed as being inconsistent for aL1
vehicles encountering limited SSD on horizontal
curves. Cornering friction requirements are not
included in SSD itesÍgn policy, even though they are

an integral feature in design policy for horizontal
curves.

Application of the functional ¡nodeL for SSD re-
vealed a range of situations for which current de-
sign standards are inadeguate. WhaÈ irnplications
does this fínding have for SSD design policy? rt is
clearly inpossible to design for all situations, and
it is not suggeste¿l that such a design policy is
even desirable. Nevertheless, given the functional
model presented here, it aþpears evident that a
fresh look at SSD design policy nay be fruitful. ft
nay be appropriate to consiiler variable facility
types in SSD ilesign. A more explicit consideration
of other geonetrie ele¡nents such as curvature also
appears appropriate. ALthough cornprehensive anal-
yses of all situations were not possible given the
research scope, it is betieved that sufficient di-
rectÍon is provided for further research.
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